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Abstract (en)
A curtain walling system comprises a plurality of mullion posts (1) which are fixed to a building support structure and a plurality of transom rails (2, 3)
for fixing to the mullion posts (1). Sash assemblies (4) which may have glazing (9) are mounted to upper and lower transom rails (2, 3) respectively.
A lower sash rail (11) has a lower sash engagement element in the form of longitudinally spaced-apart wedges (20) fixed thereto. Lower transom
rail engagement elements are provided by wedges (21) of complementary shape to the wedges (20). The wedges (21) are fixed to the nose (6)
of the transom rail. On mounting of the sash to the lower sash rail assembly (4) the wedges (20) engage behind the transom rail wedges (21) to
retain the lower edge of the sash assembly to the transom rail. An upper sash rail (10) has an upper sash engagement element in the form of
longitudinally spaced-apart wedges (30) which are fixed to an operating rod (31). The rod (31) is slidably mounted in a track (33) of the sash rail
(10). Upper transom rail engagement elements are provided by wedges (35) fixed to the nose (6) of the transom rail. The transom rail wedges (35)
are of complementary shape to the sash rail wedges (30) and, on sliding of the operating rod (31), the wedges (30, 35) are interengaged so that the
sash rail wedges (30) are engaged behind the transom rail wedges (35) and the sash assembly is fixed in position. <IMAGE>
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